Fastbolt Corporation is a Global Supply Chain Management Company

We supply logistical services, including inventory management programs and application engineering assistance for your fastener requirements. Fastbolt provides the replenishment flow of components to point of usage, thus eliminating the need for you to carry component inventory to meet your production demands.

In addition, we provide application/technical support by recommending "state of the art" fastening methods to assist in LEAN MANUFACTURING.

As a global supplier to the Military/Aerospace industry, we provide components through our certified processes, lot traceability and compliance with MS/AN/NAS specifications. We are also ISO 9001:2008 + AS9100C certified, along with being ITAR registered. Our components will meet all applicable specifications and DFARS as required.

We have partnered with the most trusted manufacturers in the industry to be able to provide you a customized program that ensures a smooth, uninterrupted flow of precisely the parts you need, where and when you need them, providing savings every step of the way.

Acument™ Global Technologies is primarily focused on delivering fastening solutions to the auto, electronics, construction, and other manufacturing industries under the Camcar®, Ring Screw®, Torx®, Torx Plus®, Mag-Form® brands.

AVK manufactures blind installed Threaded Fasteners for transportation and general industrial markets. AVK has the installation tool suitable for any application. Avibank is considered one of the leading manufacturers of sophisticated fasteners, and multi-component fastening systems and devices. With over 40 active patents to their name, their proprietary products include: latches, hold-open rods, quick release pins, structural panel fasteners, self-retaining bolts and expandable fasteners.

DISC-Lock’s superior vibration proof Fastening Systems are used for numerous applications in a variety of industries worldwide. The DISC-LOCK Safety Wheel Nut is a free spinning, vibration proof wheel nut, specifically designed to prevent wheel loss from commercial vehicles such as trucks, trailers and buses with Hub-Piloted wheel systems.

Stanley Engineered Fastening provides fastening and joining solutions for the automotive and general industries. Maintaining individual product brands such as Avdel, POP, HeliCoil.

PEM Fasteners utilize self-clinching, broaching, flaring, surface mount, or weld technology to provide strong, reusable, and permanent threads and mounting points in thin sheet metal or P.C. board materials.
Product Solutions for maintenance and repair. Tapes, Abrasives, occupational health and safety products, terminals, heat shrinking tubing, wire connectors, electrical supplies and reclosable fasteners

Self-sealing screws, self-sealing nuts, self-sealing bolts, self-sealing rivets, and self-sealing washers. Available in Imperial (inch) and metric sizes with various sealing material and thread-locking options.

Modular closing systems for industrial sheet metal and composite enclosures, cabinets, panels and switch gears.

Wire termination, terminal blocks, strain reliefs, liquid tight accessories, cord-grips, and bushings.

Clamps and rings for a wide range of materials. All of it complemented by a choice of quick action swing couplings as well as stamped and formed parts.

Wiring and communication products, network cabling systems

Standoffs, spacers, handles & ferrules, male/female standoffs, captive screws, retainers, jackscrews, precision shoulder screws, thumb screws, thumb nuts, swage standoffs, insulating washers, anti-rotation swage standoffs, swaging tools, and plastic circuit board supports. Available in American standard and metric dimensions

Plastic fasteners, wire management devices, circuit board hardware, and custom components.

Inch, DIN, ANSI metric and JIS retaining rings, as well as a complete line of constant section rings.

Components used to manage the connection, distribution, transmission and reliability of electrical power in utility, industrial, commercial, and residential applications

FASTBOLT SUPPLIES FASTENERS NEEDING SECONDARY PROCESSES

Products directly related to fastener locking, sealing, bonding, and thread masking. Sealants, thread lockers, anaerobics, lubricants, adhesives and more.

Mechanical locking/ thread sealing, such as nylon torq-patches, nylon pellets, nylon strips, locknuts, and high-temperature self-locking patch materials and powder coatings, chemical and fastener adhesives, assembly/temporary retention coatings; lubricants, under-the-head sealants, thread sealants, and thread protection/masking.